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Regional Policy Framework
White Paper for a regional policy on access to energy services for rural
and peri-urban populations (2006)
ECREEE starts operations (2010)

ECOWAS Renewable Energy Policy (EREP)
ECOWAS Energy Efficiency Policy (EEEP)
(2013)

Sustainable Energy Country Action Plans (2014-2015)
Regional Monitoring and Reporting Framework (2016)

National Investment Prospectus

Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (RISE)

Data from: https://rise.esmap.org/ (World Bank Group / ESMAP)

Electricity Access in the ECOWAS Region
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Data from: https://trackingsdg7.esmap.org (IEA, IRENA, UN DESA, World Bank Group / ESMAP, WHO)

Clean Cooking Access in the ECOWAS Region
Population without access to clean cooking
fuels and technologies in 2019
World: 2.6 billion (34%)

Sub-Saharan Africa: 886 million (84%)

ECOWAS: 337 million (87%)

Data from: https://trackingsdg7.esmap.org (IEA, IRENA, UN DESA, World Bank Group / ESMAP, WHO)

High-Level Dialogue of Energy (HLDE) 2021: A leap forward
for the energy transition, but much more needs to be done
First Energy meeting convened under the
auspices of the UNGA in 40 years,
co-chaired by UNDP, UN DESA, SEforALL

109 Countries represented at
the HLDE, including 43 Heads
of State
Over 35 countries made
significant new energy
commitments

150+ Energy Compacts
Global Roadmap

Beginning of a collective to address the dual imperative of ending energy
that has started a global push to accelerate a just energy transition. Key
outcomes include:

Over $400 billion committed to clean energy by governments and private
sector
Electricity access by 2030:
• National governments: 166+ million people
• Private sector: 200+ million people

Capacity by 2030:
• National governments: additional 698 gigawatts (GW) of clean
energy from solar, wind, geothermal, hydro and renewables-based
hydrogen
• Businesses, power utilities: additional 823 GW of RE
• Partnerships and industry associations: additional 3500 GW of RE

Key Take-aways from COP 26 (related to Energy)
•

The Glasgow Climate Pact: The adoption of a new Pact, an
unprecedented political decision that keeps 1.5C alive, just barely

•

Article 6: A final deal was made, including elaboration of the rules
governing the international trade of emissions reduction units

•

US and China sign joint Glasgow Declaration on Enhancing Climate
Action in the 2020s

•

The Beyond Oil and Gas Alliance announced to phase out oil and
gas, led by Costa Rica and Denmark

•

De-risking breakthrough technologies: New MoU signed between
the European Commission, European Investment Bank and
Breakthrough Energy Catalyst

•

•

NDCs from ECOWAS
Total Countries

LDCs

countries
11
15

SIDS

High Emitters*

Fragile Settings**

2

1

11

Submitted

To be submitted

13

2

* Country whose % share of global GHG is equal to/greater than 0.5%
** OECD State of Fragility Index 2020

•

Scotland announced new partnership with the Climate Justice
Resilience Fund to “address loss and damage” caused by climate
change

13 out of 15 ECOWAS countries
submitted an NDC with enhanced
mitigation and adaptation goals before
COP 26

•

The World Bank launched a trust fund expecting to mobilize $200
million over 10 years to decarbonize road transport in emerging
markets and developing economies

2 NDCs are in preparation and are
expected to be submitted in the
coming months

•

All NDCs submitted include energy as a
key sector

UN Renewable Energy Offer for the Sahel
UN Integrated Strategy for the Sahel (UNISS)
UN Support Plan for the Sahel (2019)

UN Renewable Energy Offer for the Sahel - Conceptual Framework (2020)
https://unis-sahel.org/2021/10/15/uns-renewable-energy-offer-for-the-sahel/

https://unis-sahel.org/news/the-sahel-gets-us1-6-billionfunding-for-development-stabilization-2022-2027through-the-new-thriving-sahel-fund-tsf/

UNDP’s Energy Compact
UNDP will bring together the best talent,
knowledge, innovations, partnerships, and
finance to accelerate the clean energy transition
and close the energy access gap, setting
ambitious collective goals by 2025

500 million people
(global)
Access to clean and
affordable energy through
strategic partnerships and
targeted stakeholder
engagement.

POLICY ADVISORY
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INNOVATIVE BUSINESS MODELS & FINANCIAL MECHANISMS
SDG INTEGRATION

Three of our success stories

The Africa Minigrids
Program
UNDP's most ambitious energy access
programme aims to improve the financial
viability of solar battery mini-grids in 18
countries (incl. 7 in the ECOWAS region),
encouraging private investment, lower tariffs,
and expanded service. These 18 countries
together host an estimated total of 312 million
people without electricity.

Solar for Health
1000+ health facilities in 15 countries
with access to clean, affordable and
reliable electricity. UNDP is now
exploring to scale up the implementation
of innovative business and financing
models.

Climate Promise
UNDP works with 120 countries to reduce their
greenhouse gas emissions and meet the challenges of
climate change.
This support covers a range of key technical areas,
including enhancing political will and ownership across
society, strengthening targets and aligning with key
national policies, assessing costs and investment
opportunities, as well as setting up the systems for
monitoring and reporting on progress.

Thank You!

